
Spelling Lesson 30 – Mystery at Reed’s Pond  

meant  Sentence: I played hard because I meant to win. Definition: intended or had as a purpose  

routine  Sentence: My routine is to have coffee every morning. Definition: normal or habitual procedure  

style  Sentence: Your style of clothing is very unique. Definition: a distinctive kind, type, or fashion  

flood  Sentence: The flood filled the whole town with water. Definition: an overflow of water onto dry land  

month  Sentence: January is the first month of the year. Definition: one of the twelve almost equal parts of a 
year  

pleasant  Sentence: Our picnic was pleasant and enjoyable. Definition: pleasing or enjoyable  

guess  Sentence: I would guess that it is almost noon. Definition: to form an opinion from little or no evidence  

women  Sentence: Boys become men and girls become women. Definition: two or more adult females  

either  Sentence: We can have either chicken or beef for lunch.  Definition: used with or to express a choice  

against  Sentence: Lean against the door so she cannot get in. Definition: in contact with so as to rest or press 
on  

disguise  Sentence: My eye patch is part of my pirate disguise. Definition: clothes worn to hide one's true 
identity  

sweat  Sentence: Sweat dripped from my forehead as I jogged. Definition: liquid that comes through pores in 
skin  

magazine  Sentence: A magazine has articles and pictures inside. Definition: illustrated periodical with varied 
content  

guard  Sentence: The guard protects the jewels in the museum. Definition: someone or something that 
protects another  

receive  Sentence: I will receive the gift when he delivers it. Definition: accept, welcome, get or take  

wonder  Sentence: I wonder to myself if it will snow tonight. Definition: to have curiosity, consider  

league  Sentence: My football team is part of the youth league. Definition: people who join together and share 
interests  

type  Sentence: Lollipops are my favorite type of candy.  Definition: a kind or sort of thing, class  

ceiling  Sentence: Books were stacked from floor to ceiling. Definition: upper limit of a room or other space  

money   Sentence: The money is in my bank.  Definition: currency, notes, or coins used to make purchases 


